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Galileo drew the Sun at the 
same time each day.  
His drawings reveal “sunspots,” 
dark areas on the Sun.
Now we know sunspots are 
strong magnets on the Sun.
What does the Sun look like?
Background
22 MK in core
5,000 K on Surface
What is the temperature of the Sun?
Background
  In the mid-1800s, spectral 
observations of solar 
corona during eclipse 
discovered a spectral 
line from unknown 
element - “Coronium”
Coronium
Background
  In the 1930s, Gotrian and Edlen discovered 
the 5303 line was from Fe XIV implying the 
solar corona contained million degree 
plasma.
  Originally, the atmosphere was treated as 
“plane parallel”, meaning the temperature 
and density of the corona depend only on 
the distance from the solar surface
Background
First X-ray Image
of the Sun
April 19, 1960
Background
Skylab 1973
Yohkoh 1982
SOHO EIT 1996
Trace 1999Improvements 
in Spatial 
resolution 
led to finer 
and finer 
structures 
Background
AIA 193
Background
There is more hot plasma in times of strong 
magnetic field.
Background
X-ray EUV EUV FUV
White Light
When we take 
images of the Sun in 
different 
wavelengths, we see 
different 
structures
Different 
wavelengths show 
different 
temperatures.
~ 1 MK> 2 MK ~ 100 kK ~ 20 kK
~ 5 kK
Background
Strand - Fundamental 
coronal structure
Loop - Observed 
coronal structure
If number of strands/loop = 1, we are 
resolving the corona.  
Coronal Heating Theories
Magnetic 
Reconnection
Wave 
Dissipation   
Heating and Dissipation 
mechanisms
Mandrini et al, ApJ 2000 
Many different 
theories for 
carrying and 
dissipating 
energy in the 
corona
Nanoflare
  Parker suggested 
braiding of the 
magnetic field by 
photospheric motions 
would drive small-
scale coronal 
reconnection
  Along individual 
strands, heating 
would be sporadic
AIA 171
No evidence of 
Coronal Braiding
Waves
Alfven Waves 
dissipated by 
turbulence
 van Ballegooijen, et al. ApJ 2011
Waves
 Asgari-Targhi & van Ballegooijen, ApJ 2012
Heating 
along a 
single strand 
would be 
high-
frequency 
(quasi-steady)
AIA 171
Waves are ubiquitous
Waves are simply everywhere
Scott McIntosh
Some Recent Results
Some Recent Results
If we can’t observe braiding or wave 
dissipation directly, how do we infer which 
is more likely?
What is the frequency of heating events on 
individual strands in active region cores?
Low frequency (Sporadic Heating) may 
support nanoflares.
High Frequency (quasi-steady heating) may 
support wave.
Active Region Core
  Steady, high temperature Intensity
v v v vvLow 
Frequency 
Heating
High 
Frequency 
Heating
Modeling Frequency
  Solved the one-dimensional hydrodynamic 
equations for density, temperature, and 
velocity(s,t)
Unknown Energy 
Deposition.
Choosing Energy Function
  assumed the heating of the strands was:
  where g(t) is a triangular pulse, Ef is the 
magnitude of the heating event and E0 is a 
small background heating
  The period of the heating = Tau
Low frequency heating 
Cooling 
loops
Excess high 
and low 
temperature 
emission
Warren, Brooks, & Winebarger, ApJ, 2011
High frequency heating 
No Loops  
Cooling to 
1 MK
Almost no high 
or low 
temperature 
emission
Warren, Brooks, & Winebarger, ApJ, 2011
What is the Frequency of 
Heating in the Core?
  Are there cooling Loops in the core? 
  Is there enhanced warm (1 MK) emission?
  Does the core have a hot plasma Component?
Cooling
Significant 
Warm 
Emission
Hot Plasma
high 
frequency
(waves)
no no No
Low 
Frequency
(Nanoflares)
Yes yes Yes
Not many cooling loops
AIA 171 
Å 
AIA 335 
Å 
Warren, Brooks, & Winebarger, ApJ, 2011
Cooling everywhere!
Viall & Klimchuck, ApJ, 2012
Majority of AR 
Structures are Cooling
What is the Frequency of 
Heating in the Core?
  Are there cooling Loops in the core? 
  Is there enhanced warm (1 MK) emission?
  Does the core have a hot plasma Component?
Cooling
Significant 
Warm 
Emission
Hot Plasma
high 
frequency
(Waves)
no no No
Low 
Frequency
(Nanoflares)
Yes yes Yes
Warm Emission
  Low frequency heating predicts additional 
warm (1 MK) emission.
  How much warm emission is required?
Mulu-Moore, WInebarger, & Warren, ApJ, 2011
Warm Emission
  Solved the one-dimensional hydrodynamic 
equations for density, temperature, and 
velocity(s,t)
Mulu-Moore, WInebarger, & Warren, ApJ, 2011
the radiative losses 
depend on the 
composition of the 
plasma.
We run each simulation 
twice for coronal and 
photospheric 
abundances  
Warm Emission
•  Example solution for each strand.
•  We assume the loop is composed of a strand 
at each time step.
Mulu-Moore, WInebarger, & Warren, ApJ, 2011
Strong Warm Emission 
Mulu-Moore, WInebarger, & Warren, ApJ, 2011
Results from 
Low-Frequency 
“Nanoflare” 
Simulation
Slopes: 1.6-2.3
Average: ~2
Warm Emission
Tripathi, Mason, & Klimchuk, ApJ, 2011
Consistent 
with low 
frequency 
heating
Warm emission
EIS raster Warren Brooks, & Winebarger ApJ, 2011
Warm Emission
Warren Brooks, & Winebarger ApJ, 2011
Slope = 3.2
Not 
consistent 
with low 
frequency 
heating
What is the Frequency of 
Heating in the Core?
  Are there cooling Loops in the core? 
  Is there enhanced warm (1 MK) emission?
  Does the core have a hot plasma Component?
Cooling
Significant 
Warm 
Emission
Hot Plasma
high 
frequency
(Waves)
no no No
Low 
Frequency
(Nanoflares)
Yes yes Yes
Hot emission
Enhanced High 
Temperature 
emission for low 
frequency heating 
is also predicted
Mulu-Moore, WInebarger, & Warren, ApJ, 2011
Hot emission
Several recent studies have found evidence 
of high temperature (8-10 MK) plasma
Schmelz et al. (2009) 
also see Reale et al. (2009) and Shestov et al. (2010)
Hot emission
Hot emission
EIS & XRT 
cannot 
reliably 
detect high 
temperature 
plasma.
What is the Frequency of 
Heating in the Core?
  Are there cooling Loops in the core? 
  Is there enhanced warm (1 MK) emission?
  Does the core have a hot plasma Component?
Cooling
Significant 
Warm 
Emission
Hot Plasma
high 
frequency
(Waves)
no no Wrong Instrument
Low 
Frequency
(Nanoflares)
Yes yes Yes
The hunt for direct evidence of coronal 
braiding
• Images the sun in the 193 A passband 
(EUV, 1.5 MK)
• Spatial resolution is 36x that of other 
instruments














Active Region Evolution
Ugarte-Urra & Warren 
2012
AR11029 AR11032
EIS EIS
Active Region Evolution
Ugarte-Urra & Warren 2012
Active Region Evolution
Emission Measure
Young AR: 
evidence for 
cooling, 
enhanced hot 
and cool 
emission
Old AR: 
Steadier 
Emission, Less 
hot and cool 
emission
Ugarte-Urra & Warren 2012
Final thoughts...
  Progress in understanding coronal heating 
continues.
  Two main camps on coronal heating - magnetic 
reconnection and wave dissipation.
  Observational evidence for BOTH.
  Hi-C, an instrument flown on a sounding 
rocket in 2012, took the highest resolution 
images of the solar corona.
  Images clearly show magnetic braiding and 
indicate magnetic reconnection.
